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UNIkleM 26 | UNIVERSAL CLAMPS |bALL 19/P |NEIgER 19/P 

UNIkleM 42 | UNIVERSAL CLAMPS |bALL 19/P |NEIgER 19/P
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NOVOFLEX universal clamps are as helpful as a third hand and the ideal accessories for studio and nature photography. Use them to fix items 
safely and securely to things like panels, doors, tables, windows, pipes, branches, fences, ladders or tripod legs. Use them when you have no 
tripod to hand or when space is too tight to use one.

The clamps also make excellent car window tripods. All three clamps provide a screw-on fitting, offset at 90°, for ball heads, cameras, lights, 
flash units and accessories. They can be attached to bikes, canoes or sailing boats, making them indispensable in sports photography. The 
universal clamps do an equally good job in non-photographic situations. For example, two clamps combined with a ball 19 can be used to 
position and fix light barriers or torches.

In product photography, a MicroPod, ball 19 and universal clamp combine to form a flexible helper for positioning light panels, plates 
or objects.

PRODUcT INFORMATION



Uniklem

APPlIcATION eXAMPles

UNIkleM
The large universal clamp has two 1/4“ camera studs offset by 90° and can be used for large and heavy ball heads. The rubber lining on the 
inside and underside of the clamp makes for gentle yet secure mounting on car windows. There‘s an extra 1/4“ hole for attaching a support 
like a monopod (bb-Stock). The two knurled wheels offset by 90° make for fast mounting of cameras or ball heads.

TecHNIcAl DATA

Order code:  | UNIKLEM  | UNIKLEM 42 | UNIKLEM 26
Dimensions:  | 105 x 75 x 65 mm | 74 x 44 x 30 mm | 58 x 40 x 30 mm 
weight:  | 535 g | 170 g | 145 g
Max. grip:  | 62 mm | 42 mm | 26 mm
camera connection:  | 2 x 1/4“ | 2 x 1/4“ | 2 x 1/4“

UNIkleM 26
With a maximum grip of 26 mm, the small universal clamp has many different uses, eg, on a small ball head on a tripod for ground-level 
photography. It has two 1/4“ tapped holes offset by 90° and a threaded stud.

UNIkleM 42
The mid-sized universal clamp has maximum grip of 42 mm. It has two 1/4“ tapped holes offset by 90° and a threaded stud.


